E-Signature Service Platform
Experience intuitive and
smooth signing ﬂow

Easy to adopt various
enterprising forms

FastSIGN Cloud is specially designed for enterprises to fulﬁll e-signature on cloud. The cost of hardware

installation is not required. Employees can easily sign various e-forms through diﬀerent divisions to make

signing process more eﬃcient in paperless mode. FastSIGN Cloud not only provides intuitive signing platform, but also possess comprehensive security mechanism to secure your signature.

Easy to edit documents and
make it done freely.
●

●

●

Forms and documents are editable

easily. Files in PDF, JPG, and PNG

Smart management of
signing process
●

Scan QRcode to sign directly. Mobile

device is your portable signing board
to display your real signature.

●

import employee directory to

adopt massive user- numbers in

Freely setup frequent-use

Unnecessary to repeatedly

upload documents. Templates

function is ready for instant usage.

management portal. Managers
user on the list. It’
s able to

signing reminder.

documents to be templates.

Comprehensive setting in

can freely setup, edit, and delete

process and enable to send

Automatically sense blanks to edit

are able to be edited in batch.

designed with retrieval function.

●

Immediately track down signing

types are all accepted.

signing boxes. Multiple signing boxes

Files are categorized and

Flexible function on
management portal

●

corporations.

Manager can easily monitor the

remaining space of hard-disk and
cloud space, as well as track the
quantity of documents.

Manage the authorization to various documents.
Secure the privacy of signing process.

Archive documents in your own folder on cloud. The process of validation and

signing is encrypted. Moreover, the security of document can be classiﬁed.
Diﬀerent classiﬁcation possess diﬀerent editing rights.

Secure signature with high level protection.

Signing straws are saved with encrypted ﬁles. IP are also recorded during the

process when making signatures in order to secure the document. All PDF ﬁles are
required to do veriﬁcation to ensure whether it has been oﬃcially proofed and
signed within the process to avoid from malware modiﬁcations.
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